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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Traffic lights have been existing for around 100 years. The first signals were installed for 
safety reasons for avoiding accident between opposed traffic flows at an intersection. Due to 
a continually increasing traffic, the traffic lights became a powerful tool for controlling the 
flows : the stake was to increase the intersection capacity and to decrease the congestion and 
the overall delay. Even if the point of view is now changing and if the stake is more an 
harmonization between transport modes, signals remain essential control elements. 
Primary safety, that is to forbid concurrent traffic flows to enter at the same time in the 
intersection, is managed by the concept of stage (duration during which all the traffic light 
colours remain constant). In the 1950s, Webster (Webster, 1958) proposed a methodology 
for optimising signals at an intersection based on the concept of stage and cycle duration. 
This method has been the origin of the building of the time plans and remains nowadays the 
basis of this computation. Even now time plans are very important all over the world : 
almost every traffic control systems installed in cities use time plan based methods. 
New type of control systems have been developed for 20 years : their characteristics are to 
use a high density of sensors for real-time traffic measurements and to have no more 
reference of plans in their method. One consequence is to abandon the concept of cycle 
(they are a-cyclic). In the following we call these systems real-time UTC (Urban Traffic 
Control) systems. 
The objective of the paper is to propose a new description of an intersection. This 
description is illustrated by two examples : the first one shows a practical case on an 
intersection and the second one describes the real-time UTC algorithm CRONOS based on 
this description. 
 
2. STAGE AND GROUP BASED DESCRIPTION 
 
The control methods and tools are based on two different formalisms for describing traffic 
lights at an intersection. 
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•  The stage-based formalism uses the stage as the smallest entity of description. The 
conflict matrix (given all the pairs of mutually incompatible groups), minimal green 
durations for stages and, for time plans building case, a cycle duration range are the 
main constraints added to the description for defining the frame of the optimisation 
problem. The first and the most famous method using this formalism is the Webster’s 
method in 1958 which is the method recommended (and used) by a lot of countries in 
order to build traffic light plans. Other methods (Stoffers, 1968), (Allsop, 1972), 
(Rouphail et al., 1990) have completed the Webster’s method and proposed other 
optimisation methods. Numerous tools are based on the stage formalism. They use 
Webster or Allsop’s optimisation method or a specific one. A description of these 
tools will be provided in the full paper. Real-time UTC systems like OPAC (Gartner, 
1982) or PRODYN (Henry, 1983) also uses this formalism. 

•  The second formalism is the group-based approach : the smallest entity is the traffic 
light groups of the intersection (a group is the set of signals which control a traffic 
stream). Generally the constraints are the same as in the stage-based approach but 
provided on the groups. This formalism is supposed to be more flexible than the 
stage-based approach because the choice of solutions is greater, but the complexity 
increases. Some methods (Improta, Cantarella, 1984), (Heydecker, Dudgeon, 1987), 
(Gallego et al. 1996) have been proposed but very few tools exist in practice. 

From the control point of view, a lot of methods and tools are dedicated to the design of 
signal plans. Constraints like maximum capacity for each stage (or group) or maximum 
queues for each entry are then added. These constraints are not provided for safety reasons 
but for traffic management. There is not a clear separation between the description of the 
intersection from the safety point of view and the management problem. These two views, 
safety and control, separate the possible configurations of signals on a given intersection 
and the control tool which manages the traffic flows. The advantage is that the safety view 
remains the same whatever the control tool is. Or, in other words, the safety view could be 
defined inside the traffic controller independently of the control tool. 
Concerning real-time and a-cyclic systems, the stage-based formalism is always used. 
Stages are defined a-priori and even in case of stage skipping, the regrouping of signals (that 
a stage represents) decreases the management possibilities. 
In this paper, we propose a definition of the intersection using only safety constraints 
inside a group formalism : this description will be called “safety constraints description”. 
The stake is double : first to separate between safety and management; secondly to propose, 
for the control, a frame as flexible as possible for developing real-time and group-based 
algorithms. 
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3. INTERSECTION DEFINITION BY SAFETY CONSTRAINTS DESCRIPTION 
 
We consider a group-based formalism. We propose to describe the intersection only by the 
list of the traffic light groups and by a set of safety constraints on the groups : the stages or 
the cycle duration concept are not defined in this approach. These constraints define the 
intersection in terms of safety. All the constraints eliminating any not allowed intersection 
state (in terms of colour duration or correlation between traffic lights) have to be defined. Of 
course, pedestrian traffic light groups are also concerned by this approach. These constraints 
are manually provided by the traffic engineer who will not mix the safety and control 
aspects. The control part is carried out by the management tool. 
In order to illustrate these constraints, some types of them are listed below : 
Constraints concerning one group : 
•  Minimal and maximal green duration (the green duration of a group is included inside 

these values). 
•  minimal and maximal red duration 
Constraints concerning two groups i  and j 
•  Minimal and maximal all-red duration for antagonist groups (the duration between the 

end of green of one group i and the beginning of the green of an antagonist group j is 
included inside these values). 

•  Minimal and maximal “strict” offset (the duration between the beginning of green of one 
group i and the beginning of the green of the other group j is included inside these 
values). 

•  Minimal and maximal “non strict” offset (the duration between the beginning of green 
of one group i and the beginning of the green of the other group j is included inside 
these values only if these two groups are green simultaneously). 

•  Correlation between the colour a of one group according to the colour b of another 
group with minimal and maximal offsets at the beginning and at the end of the colours 
(if the colour of one group i is a then the colour of the other group j is automatically b 
with offset ranges at the beginning and at the end of the colour a and b). 

Constraints concerning three groups 
•  Authorised ordering between a “triplet” of mutually antagonist groups (i,j,k) (the 

“triplet” (i,j,k) of mutually antagonist groups can have this ordering : the green of k 
occurs after the green of j that occurs after the green of i). 
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4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE FOR ONE INTERSECTION 
 
A very classical intersection type (Cetur, 1988) is chosen as an example. The intersection 
with traffic light groups is shown in Figure 2 and the stages sequence in Figure 1 (pedestrian 
movements are not shown in the skill for clarity reason). 
The usual functioning of this intersection uses the stage-based formalism : five stages A, B, 
C1, C2 and D make up the junction : A and D for the direct movements, B for the left-turn 
movements. When the two left-turn movements are equivalent in terms of traffic, the stage 
D occurs immediately after the stage B. When one of them is predominant, the stages C1 or 
C2 follows B before D. 
In the following, we speak sometimes about stages and sometimes about traffic light groups. 
Of course, these latest are the only entities defined in the proposed description. But stages 
are particular sets of traffic light group colours. So in order to show the consequence of a 
particular safety constraints and as the example is initially defined using stages, we will 
refer sometimes to stages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 : Stages sequence in the intersection example (adapted from (Cetur, 1988)) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 : Traffic light group definition 
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With the safety constraints description, the minimal constraints for defining this intersection 
are the all-red constraints for the conflicting groups and the green duration ranges. 
At this step, no stage ordering are forbidding and stage sequences such as A;D;B or 
A;C1;C2;D or A;C1;C2 or A;D;A may occurs (the last example depends on the value 
provided to the maximal green durations). If we focus now on the traffic light groups which 
are the real entities used in the safety constraints description, we see that nothing forbids to 
have only F1 green (for example). 
In the following, we indicate some constraints that can be applied to the intersection if we 
want to constraint the intersection functioning. If the orderings (F1,F3,F5) and (F1,F6,F4) 
are imposed, the ordering (F1,F4,F6) and (F1,F5,F3) will be forbidden. If, for safety reasons 
(for pedestrians for example), F1 and F2 must be green simultaneously without offset, a 
maximum offset put to 0 will be defined between F1 and F2. If we want to constraint more 
than the stage sequence of figure 1 and forbid C1 and C2 the antagonisms (F3,F4) and 
(F5,F6) will be imposed.  
 
 
5. USE OF THE SAFETY CONSTRAINTS DESCRIPTION TO THE REAL-TIME 

UTC ALGORITHM CRONOS 
 
CRONOS is a real-time UTC algorithm developed in the nineties which is based on the 
safety constraints description. It has been evaluated in 1998 / 2000 on two real sites, in 
France (Boillot et al., 2000) and in Milan (ESCORT, 2000). The algorithm principle is to 
provide all the traffic light group colours of the controlled intersections for the next second 
based on a traffic criterion optimisation and using the rolling horizon concept. Its general 
functioning can be found in (Boillot et al., 1999). 
Three main features characterise it : 

•  Its traffic modelling has been designed for using video measurements. For that 
purpose, the storing zones inside the junction and the spatial extension of the queue 
are also modelled. 

•  The optimisation method is a modified version of the Box algorithm (Kuester). This 
method presents excellent properties : its rapidity to find a good local minimum and 
its polynomial complexity as the number of junctions increases. These properties 
allow to control one complex junction or one zone of several junctions in the same 
optimisation process. 

•  Finally, CRONOS is designed for using the safety constraints description detailed 
above. No cycle duration nor stages are defined a priori. The traffic signals are only 
specified by control variables (beginning and end of green for all the traffic light 
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groups) and constraints which describe the set of the admissible solutions. Every type 
of constraints described in chapter 3 are taken into account. By the way, as only 
safety constraints are necessary, CRONOS shows important flexibility properties in 
the choice of traffic light states. CRONOS is the only real-time operational UTC 
using a group formalism : this particularity became possible by re-defining the 
intersection only in terms of constraints. 

 
 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
We have presented an intersection description by constraints and based on a group 
formalism. This safety constraints description is the basis of the CRONOS algorithm. It 
allows CRONOS to be based on groups with no cycle and no stage definition. The other 
advantage of this description is to clearly separate the safety and management aspects for an 
intersection. 
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